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INTRODUCTION 
A diagram of commutative rings 
R ------+ R, 
I I 
R,- R, BRR2=R’ 
is said to have the Milnor patching property if the projective modules over 
R are precisely those modules that may be constructed by giving projective 
modules P, and P, over R, and R2, and a “patching” over R, @ R R2. If 
we write P(R) for the category of projective R-modules, then this amounts 
to saying that P(R)= P(R,) x rCR,) IFo(R,). Diagrams having the Milnor 
patching property were investigated by S. Landsburg in [S, 91. Of course, 
Milnor’s original result says that if one of the morphisms R, -+ R’ or 
R, + R’ is surjective, then the above diagram has the Milnor patching 
property. It is well known that any diagram (*) which has the Milnor 
patching property induces exact sequences of the form 
K,(R) + K,(R,)OK,(R,) -+ K,(R’) -+ G(R) 
--f &(R,)O&(&) -+ KdR’) 
resp. 
1 + U(R) -+ U(R,) x U(R,) + U(R’) + Pit(R) 
-+ Pic(R,) x Pic(R,) -+ Pic(R’). 
On the other hand, if we consider Krull domains, it is natural to ask for 
similar exact sequences, but involving reflexive instead of projective 
modules and class groups instead of Picard groups. It appears that in 
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general we cannot expect such sequences to exist, even if all morphisms in 
the above Cartesian square satisfy PDE. We will see, however, that under 
reasonable restrictions exact Mayer-Vietoris sequences may be constructed. 
This note is organized as follows. In the first section we introduce the 
notion of a torsion couple, which is the natural object to study in order to 
obtain “relative” functoriality. In particular, a morphism of torsion couples 
is the good generalization of a morphism of Krull domains satisfying con- 
dition PDE. In the second section we consider Cartesian diagrams of tor- 
sion couples and study patching properties that do not involve global 
finiteness assumptions. Some local-global properties of diagrams having 
the Milnor patching property are deduced. In the last section we first con- 
sider briefly patching properties that involve finiteness conditions. We then 
focus on Cartesian diagrams of Krull domains and show how our methods 
may be applied in this case to deduce exact Mayer-Vietoris sequences of 
reflexive K-groups and of class groups. 
1. GENERALITIES 
(1.1) Throughout, we assume the reader to be familiar with the 
fundamentals of localization at an idempotent kernel functor, such as 
exposed e.g., in [5-7, 141. All rings in this text are commutative with unit. 
Recall that an idempotent kernel functor in R-mod is a left exact sub- 
functor CJ of the identity with the property that for any R-module M we 
have o(M/oM) = 0. The Gabriel topology associated with c is denoted by 
Y(a), and it consists of all ideals Z of R such that R/Z is a-torsion, i.e., 
o(R/Z) = R/Z. The localization functor Q, associated with CJ is defined by 
Q,(M) =limHom,JZ, M/aM) for any ME R-mod, where Z runs through 
Y(a). For any p~Spec(R) we define (Tag,, by letting ~?(a,-,) consist of 
all ideals Z 9? p of R. The associated localization functor Qo,_, is then just 
localization at the prime ideal p in the usual sense. For any CJ, let X(a) 
consist of all prime ideals p of R with p $2(a). If rr has finite type, i.e., if 
~?(a) possesses a basis of finitely generated ideals of R, then 
a=inf{o._,;p~%?(~)), where inf is defined in the obvious way and %‘(a) 
is the set of prime ideals of R, maximal in ,X(a). We call an R-module M 
a-closed if the canonical morphism j,: M + Q,(M) is an isomorphism. The 
full subcategory of R-mod consisting of all a-closed R-modules is denoted 
by (R, o)-mod. We say that M is a-noetherian if Q,(M) is a noetherian 
object in (R, a)-mod. In this case, all submodules N of M are a-finitely 
generated, i.e., we may find a finitely generated R-submodule Ni of N such 
that N/N, is u-torsion. A couple (R, 0) consisting of a ring R and an idem- 
potent kernel functor (r in R-mod such that R and an idempotent kernel 
functor r~ in R-mod such that R is a-noetherian is called a torsion couple. A 
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morphism (R, a) + (S, t) of torsion couples is just a ring morphism 
f: R -+ S such that f-l(q) E .X(a) for all q E X(z). 
Recall that iff: R + S is a ring morphism and G an indempotent kernel 
functor in R-mod, then the idempotent kernel functor f,o in S-mod is 
defined by letting an S-module be f,a-torsion if and only if it is a-torsion, 
when considered as an R-module, by restriction of scalars throughf: 
(1.2) LEMMA. Let (R, a) and (S, T) be torsion couples, then for any ring 
morphism f: R -+ S the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) f induces a morphism of torsion couplesf (R, o) + (S, T); 
(ii) f,o<T. 
Proof Assume that f: (R, a) + (S, z) is a morphism of torsion couples, 
then if q E X(t), it follows that f ~ ‘(4) E X(a). Now, if q E X(f,a), then 
a(Sq) # 0, so there exists IE 9(a) such that f(l) s c q for some s # q, so 
f(Z)cq, i.e., Icf -l(q) and we obtain f ‘(q)ET’(o), a contradiction. 
Now, 0 and r have finite type, since R is a-noetherian resp. S is T- 
noetherian Of course f,o then has finite type too, hence ,f,o and z are 
completely determined by X(f, ) c and X(T), so it follows that f*o d z 
indeed. Conversely, if q E X(r), then t(S, q) = 0, hence (f, o)(S/q) = 0, so 
a(S/q) = 0, where S/q is viewed as an R-module. Now, R/f - ‘(4) injects 
into S/q, hence cr(R/f --l(q)) = 0, and f -l(q) E n‘(o). 1 
(1.3) Recall that an R-module P is said to be a-invertible, cf. 
Cl79 181, if for another R-module Q there is an isomorphism 
QJP OR Q) z Q,(R). The set Pic( R, cr) of all isomorphism classes of cr- 
closed o-invertible R-modules may be endowed with a group-law 
[PI L-f”1 = CQAf’ 0 R P’)l and is called the relative Picard group of R 
with respect to B. 
(1.4) PROPOSITION. Let f: (R, CJ) + (S, z) be a morphism of torsion 
couples, then f induces a group morphism Pic(R, a) --+ Pic(S, T) by sending 
CPI to CQJP OR S)l. 
Proof If suffices to check that Q,(Q,(P@.S) @,QJQ @.S))= 
Q,(Qc(P OR Q) 0 R S) for any g-invertible P and Q. But, since we are deal- 
ing with commutative rings, QAQAf’ OR s) 0s QAQ O/t s)) = 
Q,((PO,S) O,(Q @.S))=Q,((PORQ) O.S), and asf,o<r by the 
above Lemma, the latter member is just Qt(Qr,J (P OR Q) OR S)) = 
Qr(Qf.,(Q,(p OR Q) OR Q)) = Q,(QAp OR Q) OR s). Note that we USed 
a lot of R- and S-module compatibilities, as well as the lemma below. 1 
(1.5) LEMMA. Let f: R + S be a ring morphism and o an idempotent ker- 
nel functor in R-mod, then for any S-module M, the R-module QJRM) is 
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canonically endowed with an S-module structure and for this S-module struc- 
ture the modules Qr,JM) and Q,( RM) are canonically isomorphic. In par- 
ticular, the rings QJ RS) and Q,*JS) are canonically isomorphic. 
(1.6) EXAMPLE. Let f: R -+ S be a monomorphism of Gull domains. 
Let G in R-mod be defined as o=inf{a._,;pcX”)(R)}, where X”‘(R) is 
the collection of height one prime ideals of R, then R is -noetherian and (T- 
closed (cf. [3, 171). Define the idempotent kernel functor z in S-mod in a 
similar way. An easy verification shows that f,c < r if and only if for all 
q E X”‘(S) we have that ht(q n R) < 1, i.e., if f satisfies the usual PDE-con- 
dition. The above Proposition states exactly that if PDE is satisfied, then 
there exists a map Cl(R) -+ Cl(S) induced byJ Indeed, as we have pointed 
out in [ 12, 171, Pic( R, a) = Cl(R) and Pic(S, i) = Cl(S). Other examples 
are obtained by choosing adequate CJ and r. For instance, let R = S and 
0=0 resp. r=inf{o,_,;pEX(“(R)}, then we obtain a map 
Pic(R, 6) + (R, z) induced by the identity on R, and this map is the usual 
injection Pic( R) + Cl(R). 
(1.7) EXAMPLE. Let f: R + S be a ring morphism, and let I and J be 
ideals of R resp. S. Denote by X,(I) the open subset of Spec(R) consisting 
of all prime ideals p of R with I & p. The set X,(J) is defined similarly. If 
we assume that X,(I) and X,(J) are noetherian, then it is well known (cf. 
[20]) that R is ornoetherian and S is crrnoetherian. Here (T, is the idem- 
potent kernel functor in R-mod canonically associated to Z, i.e., such that 
Q,,(M) = ff’(&Gh ff) f or any ME. R-mod. The map f yields a morphism 
of torsion couples f: (R, a,) + (S, (TV) if and ony if f.+o,< oJ. Now, f,o, = 
u(~(~)), where (f(Z)) is the S-ideal generated by f (I), as one easily verifies, 
and acf(,)) G aJ is equivalent to X,(J) c X,(f (I)), hence also to the 
property that f induces a morphism Spec(S) + Spec(R), which maps X,(J) 
to X,(I). In this case, the above proposition says that there is an induced 
map Pic(S, aJ) + Pic(R, a[). 
As we know that Pic(R, a,) = Pic(X,(I)) and Pic(S, aj) = Pic(X,(J)), cf. 
[ 173, this map reduces to the morphism Pic(X,(Z)) -+ Pic(X,(J)) given by 
sending the class [S] of an invertible sheaf Y on X,(Z) to its “restriction” 
C(“fMS)l in WX.AJ)). 
(1.8) We call an R-module M a-quasiprojective if M, is a projec- 
tive R,-module for any p E -X(a). Denote by Y(R, a) the category of all a- 
finitely generated, a-quasiprojective and a-closed R-modules. If R is a- 
noetherian then the objects P in B(R, a) are a-finitely presented, i.e., we 
may find a finitely presented R-module P, and an R-linear morphism 
u: P, -+ P such that Ker(u) and Coker(u) are a-torsion (cf. [17]). In par- 
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ticular, for any Q E R-mod and any PE X(a), we then obtain that 
(HoWP, QN, = Hom&‘,, QJ which allows us to use local-global 
arguments (cf. below). Let us give some examples first: 
(i) If g= 0, then 9(R, a) = 9(R), the set of all finitely generated 
projective R-modules. 
(ii) If a=inf(o, mp;p~X(l)(R)} and R is a Krull domain, then 
9(R, 0) consists exactly of the divisorial R-lattices (cf. [ 171). 
(iii) If c = CT, and X,(Z) is noetherian, then Y(R, a,) may be iden- 
tified with the set of all locally free 0, 1 X,(Z)-modules on X,(Z) (cf. [20]). 
(1.9) LEMMA. Any morphism of torsion couples j (R, a) -+ (S, T) induces 
functor 9’(R, a) -+ Y(S, T): P -+ Q,(P OR S). 
Proof: Let Q c P be a finitely generated R-submodule such that P/Q is 
a-torsion, then the image T of Q 0 R S in P OR S is a finitely generated S- 
submodule of P @ R S and of course P @ R S/T = (P/Q) @ R S iff, o-torsion 
(it is cr-torsion!), hence r-torsion, as f*o d T. On the other hand, let 
qEX(T), then f ‘(4) =p E X(a), as f is a morphism of torsion couples. 
Now, Pp is a projective R,-module, hence Pp OR, SP is a projective S,,- 
module, hence (P OR S), = P, @ RP S,, 0 s, S, is a projectived So-module. 
As this holds for all Q E ,X(c) and as Qr(P OR S), = (P OR S),, this 
shows that Q,( P 0 R S) E Y( S, T). 1 
Actually, as we will see in (1.11) below, even more is true: the map 
Y(R, a) + P(S, T) defined above is given by sending P E 9(R, a) to 
QO( P OR S) (or Q,;,( P OR S))! In order to prove this, we need the follow- 
ing Lemma, the proof of which may partly be found in [ 151. We include it 
here for the sake of completeness! 
(1.10) LEMMA. Assume that i and p are idempotent kernel functors of 
finite type in R-mod, then Q,, Q, = Qn Q,. 
ProojI First we claim that for any R-module M we have 
Qi(pM) =pQn(M). Indeed, let rn6 Q,(nM), then for some finitely 
generated ZE P(n), we have that Im c nM/I(,uM). As for each i E Z, we we 
may find ni E ,uM such im = q mod ;1(,uLM), we may pick for each such i an 
ideal Jim P’(p) such that J,im = Jiq = Jini= 0, hence a single JE Y(p) 
such that Jim =0 (as I is finitely generated). It follows that 
Jm c JQi(pM) = 0, hence m E pQn(M). Conversely, if m E pQn(M), then we 
may find a finitely generated ZE 2(,X) and JE z(n) such that Zm c M/AM 
and Jm = 0. For ie Z, choose mi E M such that im = 6, mod AM; as Jm = 0, - 
we find Jm, = 0, i.e., Jm, c 1M and as J is finitely generated there is an 
Z; E P(A) with JZ:m, = Z;Jmi= 0, hence Z(mic ,uM. It follows that 
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I: fi, c $V/A(pM), hence Ii ix c $4/I(pM) and ix E Ql(pM). We obtain 
that Ix c Ql(pM) and so, finally, that x E Ql(pM). This proves the asser- 
tion. 
Consider the diagram 
A4 i,. ) Qi(W 
First, consider f = QJj,): Q,(M) + Q,(Qi(M)). As Ker(f) = 
Q,(Ker(j,)) = Q,(;iM) = LQ,(M), it is certainly i-torsion. Moreover, as 
Coker(f) injects into Q,(Qi(M)/‘,(M)), which is J-torsion also, since 
Qi(M)ijj,(A4) is, it follows that Coker(f) is L-torsion too, hence there exists 
a unique morphism u: Q,(QL(M)) -+ Qj,(Q,(M)) extending Ji. In a similar 
way, there is a uique u: QA(Q,(M)) + Q,(Qi(M)) extending J, (working 
with g = Ql(j,)). An easy uniqueness argument then shows that u and u are 
mutually inverse to each other, whence the assertion. 
( 1.11) COROLLARY. For any P E Y(R, CT) the S-modules Q,(S @ R P) and 
Qt(S OR P) coincide, whenever S is r-closed. 
Proof As Q,(s OR PI = Q,(Q.r;AS OR P)) = Q.J,AQAS OR PI) = 
Q,(Q,(S OR P)), by (1.5) and (l.lO), it suffices to verify that the 
localisation map S 0 R P -+ Q,( S OR P) has a-torsion kernel and cokernel. 
But, for any PE X(a), we have (S OR P)I, = S,, ORr P,z~$ for some 
positive integer n, as P, is a finitely generated free &,-module and similarly, 
QJS OR P)p= Q,(S, OR! P,)zQJ$) = (Q,(S),)“= S;. Using this, one 
easily verities that the induced map (S 0 R P)p + QJS OR P)p is an 
isomorphism for any p E x(a), whence the assertion. 1 
The same method of proof yields the following somewhat stronger result: 
(1.12) COROLLARY. i'fj (R,o)-t(S, ) z is a morphism of torsion couples, 
such that S is t-closed, and if P is an f,a-finitely generated f,o-closed S- 
module, such that P, is a projective S,-module for all p E X(a), then 
PE X(S, t). 
(1.13) EXAMPLE. If R is a Krull domain and M and N are R-modules, 
then their modified tensor product is defined by M 6 R N = Q,(M OR N), 
where g is associated as before to X”‘(R). If M and N are divisorial R-lat- 
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tices, then A4 6,, N= (M OR N)**, where M” = Hom.(M, R) is the dual 
of M. Corollary (1.11) thus states that if R c S is a monomorphism of 
Krull domains satisfying PDE, then S 6 R E is a divisorial S-lattice E for 
any divisorial R-lattice E. 
2. PATCHING 
(2.1) Throughout, consider a commutative diagram of morphisms 
of torsion couples 
(R a) -5 (R,, 0,) 
4 
I 
PI 
I 
(R,, a2) pz (R’, a’) 
(*I 
where R’= R, OR R,. For any torsion couple (S, 5) we denote by p S, r) 
(resp. pf(S, 5)) the category of all r-closed t-quasiprojective S-modules 
(resp. of all r-closed r-quasiprojective S-modules P such that for all 
p E X(z) the S,-module P,, is finite). Write %(S, t) for any of the categories 
g(S, r), [FD(S, r), or [Fp’(S, z). It is clear that a morphism of torsion couples 
(R, a) + (S, t) induces a functor ?3( R, a) + V( S, r) and that ( 1.11) remains 
valid for P E V(R, a). By the results of the foregoing section, we thus obtain 
commutative diagrams 
The maps cli are given by sending P to Q,,(Rj OR P) and the maps pi by 
sending Pi to Q,,(R' @OR, P,). For simplicity’s sake, we will assume the 
occurring torsion couples (S, z) to be such that S is r-closed, and this will 
allow for some simplifications in view of (1.11). 
(2.2) We will call (*) a g-constructive diagram if ??(*) is Cartesian, 
i.e., if %'(R, a) = V(R,, a, ) x O(R,,a,, %(R,, a2). This means that the follow- 
ing conditions should be satisfied: 
(2.2.1) Given Pie (Ri, a;)= (i= 1, 2) and an isomorphism 
U: Q,,(P, OR R,)-+Q,.(R, OR P2) over R', the module P= {(p,,p2); 
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p,~Piand ~j,,(p,Ol)=j,~(lOp,)} is in %(R, a). This module P may thus 
be viewed as the pull-back 
(2.2.2) The natural map P OR Rj + P, induces an isomorphism 
Q,,(P OR R,)%P; (i= 1, 2.). 
(2.2.3) Every P E %( R, 0) is of this form. 
It is clear that if (*) is %-constructive, then it is Cartesian; this follows upon 
taking Pi = Ri. We will assume this throughout, i.e., R = R, x Rs R,. 
Obviously, %‘-constructive diagrams will occur very infrequently, 
especially if the idempotent kernel functors involved are nontrivial. In par- 
ticular, it will be very diflicult in general to obtain information on (R, CT) 
from “linked” information on the (R,, a). However, we have the following: 
(2.3) LEMMA. Any P constructed as in (2.2.1) is cT-closed. 
Proof. We view P as the pull-back of P, and P, over QJP, 0 R,) +” 
Q,,(R, 0 Pz)= P’. For any ZEN, we then have that Hom,(Z, P)= 
Hom,(Z, P, x P, P2) = Hom,(Z, P,) x Homx,,,PC) Hom,(Z, P2). But, Pi is C- 
closed when viewed as an R-module, hence Hom,(Z, R Pi) = Hom,(R, RPI) 
and similarly Hom,(Z, RP’) = Hom,(R, RP’), so we obtain Hom,(Z, P) = 
Hom,(R, RPI) x HomR~R,RP~~ Hom.(R, RPZ) = Hom,(R PI, i.e., the R- 
module P is a-closed. 1 
(2.4) For any R, denote by V(R) the category %?(R, 6); in par- 
ticular, 9(R) is the category of finitely generated projective R-modules. 
Let (P,, u, Pz)~W(RI, 1) x C6(R..o’, %?(Rz, CJ~), i.e., Pi~‘%‘(Ri, Oi) and 
U: QJR @ R, P, ) 7 QJ R’ @ R2 P2) is an isomorphism. Assume for a 
moment that p E Spec(R) has the property that P,,p is a projective R,,p- 
module, then it is easy to see that QJ R’ 0 R 0 R, P,), = Rb 0 R,,p Pi,p, using 
the fact that 0’ is noetherian hence commutes with arbitrary direct sums. If 
we suppose this to be valid for i = 1, 2, then u induces an isomorphism 
Up: R; @ R,,p PI,, 3 R; 8 RQ p,,p. 
Let us now make the following assumption: 
(g-c) for any (PI, u, Pz)~WR1, oI) x~~(R’,~‘)@‘(&, 02) and any 
p E X(a), we have P,,p E ‘%?( R,,p). 
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It then follows from the above discussions that we then have 
(P 1,p2 up, P2.p) ~WG,p~ww,p~ W&J. 
Note also that if the diagram (*) is %‘-constructive, then (V-c) is 
satisfied. Indeed, if we construct the “pull-back” P from (P,, U, Pz), then 
Pi = Qg,(Ri 0 R Ply since (*) is %-constructive, hence the same argument as 
before shows that PcP = Q,,(R;,, @ Rp Pp) is in V(Rc9). The assumption (%?- 
c) is reasonably mild and will be satisfied in many situations occurring in 
practice as we will discuss below. 
We call a Cartesian diagram (*) locally +Z’-constructive (with respect to a) 
if for all p E $?(a) the induced diagram 
is Cartesian. In particular, (*) is locally P-constructive, if the Cartesian 
diagram 
is constructive in S. Landsburg’s sense, for any p E U(o). 
(2.5) THEOREM. If the “Cartesian” diagram (*) is locally P-constructive, 
then it is [FD-constructive. 
Proof: Consider the libre product diagram 
A -----% (R ,, o,)-mod 
c2 I I til : *151s*252. 
(R,, ad-mod 7 (R’, a’)-mod 
It is clear that if (PI, U, P2) E A = (R,, a,)-mod x ,R,,V.J-mod (R2, a,)-mod, 
then constructing the pull-back S(P,, U, P2) = [P,, U, P2] yields an object 
in (R, o)-mod, so this yields a functor S: A + (R, c)-mod, (P, , U, P2) + 
[PI, U, P2]. On the other hand, there is a canonical functor T: (R, a)- 
mod-,A:M~(e,M,y,,e,M), such that y=6T and Oi=tiT, where 
19~: R-mod -+ (R,, a,)-mod sends M to Q,,(Ri OR M) and y is the canonical 
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isomorphism 1(/, 19,s $282. Of course, S is a right adjoint 
other hand, for any p E X(a), there is a Cartesian diagram 
P 
-R 
i I 
1-P 
R 
2>P 
- R’ P 
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for T. On the 
(*p) 
which yields a tibre product diagram 
R 2-p 82 - R;-mod 
where A, = R,,p-mod x ,q _ mod R2,p-mod. In the same way as above, there is 
a functor S,: A, + -mod, which associates to (Q, , II, Q2) E A,, the “pull- 
back” Q = [Q,, U, Q,] E R,-mod. This function is right adjoint to the 
canonical functor T,: R,-mod + A, : N -+ (z, N, vN, z2 N), where 5,: R,- 
mod-+R,,-mod: N-,R,,p ORI,Nand v:/J,z,~/I~z~. 
Let PEP(R, (T) and P=(P,, u, Pz)~p(R,, u,) x ptRz,orJ p(R,, a,)cA. 
We claim that the canonical maps 9,,: P + STP and tip : TSP + P are both 
isomorphisms. 
Indeed, let us first consider the map (pp: P -+ STP. By definition, STP fits 
into the Cartesian diagram 
STP __r Q,,(R, OR PI 
Q,,R’ OR, R, OR P 
I 
2 J “3 
QnAR2 @R p) - QJR’ 0 ~2 R2 @ R f’) 
Now, for each p E X”(a), we have that P, is a projective R,-module, so, 
applying the above remarks, localizing at p yields a Cartesian diagram 
(SW,, - R,,p @, pi 
Rb EJR,,~RI.~ @R,~‘P 
= vpP 
* J 
R2,p OR,, pp -t R; @ ,Qp R2,p @RI, ‘p 
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which shows that (STP), and S, TpPp may be identified, hence the map 
vpP,p: pp -+ (SW, induced by qp reduces to the canonical map 
‘PAP,. .Pp+SpTpPp, which is an isomorphism for all p E V(u), as (*,) is 
assumed to be constructive. Hence cp p: P + STP is an isomorphism. On the 
other hand, if P= (P,, U, P2) is as above, then let us write Qp(P) for the 
triple (P,,,, up, P,,p), which by our assumption (c) lies in 
wG,p) x P(R;) 5’(R2,p). It is then easy to see that S(P),, = S,,Q,(P), as S(P) 
tits into the artesian diagram 
S(P) - p* 
,QJR’ OR, PI) 
I 
u 
J 
p2 - Q,dR OR> PA 
hence S(P), into 
S(P), - P Ia 
P XP - Rb @ Rzg PI,~ 
which defines S,,Q,(P). Now, it is easy to verify that any morphism 
(f,,f2): (PI, U, P2) + (Q,, v, Q2) in A is an isomorphism if and only if 
J;,: Pi,* + Q, is an isomorphism for all p E %?(a), since the Pi and Qi are 
necessarily cxlosed. So, in order to check that the canonical map 
tip: TSP + P is an isomorphism, it suffices to check that the induced maps 
Q,,(Ri OR SW, -+ P,, are isomorphic. But, this is just the isomorphism 
Qo,(Ri OR S(P))p = hv,(Ri,p @R. S(P),) = Qc,(Rip 0, Sp(Qp)P))) = 
Q,,( T, S, Q,(P)i) 3 Q,( P,,,) = Q,,( Pi)p = Pi,p, which is valid, since (*p) is 
constructive for each p E %‘(a). This proves the assertion. 1 
(2.6) COROLLARY (of the proof 4). Zf the “Cartesian” diagram (*) is 
locally $f-constructive, then it is Wconstructive. 
(2.7) Consider a Cartesian diagram 
R - R, 
I I 
R,- R’ 
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and denote by Ii the kernel of the multiplication map Rj OR Ri -+ R;. In 
[9] S. Landsburg uses the following conditions: 
(c, ) the canonical maps Ii --f I; @ R R, ~ i are surjective (i = 1, 2); 
(cz) for any prime p of R, there is a prime lying over R in R, or R,. 
Landburg’s main theorem states that if the above diagram is constructure 
(and that R is noetherian), then it satisfies (c, ) and (c,), and conversely 
that if every height 1 ideal of R is a LSTCI,’ the maps R + R, are either flat 
or of finite type and conditions (cl) and (cl) are satisfied, then it is con- 
structive. 
(2.8) THEOREM. rf the diagram (* ) is %‘-constructive, then for any 
pi@? the diagram (*,) satisfies Landsburg’s conditions (cl) and (c~). 
Proof. The demonstration of this result is a relative version of 
Landsburg’s Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in [IS]. 
First, consider free modules Pi over Ri of rank two and for arbitrary 
elements x, of R, consider the isomorphism Q,,(P, @JR, R’) = 
P, OR R, -+U R, OR P, = Q,.(P* 0 R2 R’), given by the matrix ( ’ 8 ’ ;‘$;2). 
Choose (p, 0 1, 1 @p,) in [P,, U, PJ E%‘(R, 0) and write 
with ri, ri E Ri, then arguing as in Theorem 3.1 of [9] one deduces that 
a=r;=r;ER and that forj=x,@l-l@x,EZ,, we have that IX~@X,= 
10 rl @ 1 -x, @ 10 1 in I, OR R,, which lifts to I,. If Pi denotes the pro- 
jection of P c P, x P, onto P2, then by construction we know that 
Q,(R,P;) = P, (since P, = Q,(R* OR P) = Q,,(R* OR P)), hence we may 
find L E Y(O), such that l(j@x*) E Zm(Z, + I, OR R2) for all ZE P’(a). But, 
as j@x, is an arbitrary generator of I, OR R,, this yields that 
L(Z, OR R2) c Zm(Z, -+ Z 0 R R2), i.e., Zm(Z, -+ I, 0 R R,) is o-torsion (as an 
R-module). It follows that Z,,P -+ Z,,P OR, R,,p is surjective for all p E X(a). 
The same argument shows that I,:, -+ Z,,P @ RP R,,, is surjective and since 
Zi,P is the kernel of the multiplication map Ri,p 0 Rp R,,, + Ri,p, ths shows 
that (c,) is valid for (a,). 
Next, choose p E %(a) and assume that Q,(pRi) = Ri for i = 1,2. Since R 
is a-noetherian, p is a-finitely generated and since p E X(O), it easily 
follows that p is a-closed (as R is!) hence that p is finitely generated, say, 
by {fi,...,f,}. Let K=Coker(R +(fi....h) R”) and Ki= K OR Ri then for all 
qEX(a), we have that Ki,y is a projective R,,-module, as (f,,qr...,fn,q) is a 
’ Locally set theoretical complete intersection. 
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unimodular row over Ri,q (since pqRi,q = Ri,q). It follows that Ki,o is a free 
R,o-module, for all Q E X(cr,). As Ri is finitely generated over Ri, we 
obtain that Q,(Ri) = Q,,(K,) E %(Ri, a,), since Ri is a-closed by assumption 
(cf. (1.12)). Exactly as in Theorem 3.2 in [9], we obtain a commutative 
exact diagram in (R, a)-mod (but not in R-mod!): 
0 
I 
R - R” - Q,(K) - 0 
I I ii 
O- RiQR, - R;@ R; - Q,W, OK,) - 0 
I I I 
0-R,@.R2- (RI OR&)“- Q,K 0 R &I - 0 
/I 
Q,(& O,z R,) 
The bottom two rows are exact because pRi,y = Ri,y for all q E X(o). Now, 
since an easy diagram-chase shows that i is injective and since 
Q,(K,)EW(R~, o,), it follows that Q,(K) (the pull-back of Q,(K1) and 
QO(K2) over the canonical isomorphism Q,(K* 0 R K,) 3 Q,( R, 0 K2)) is 
an object in %(R, a), in particular that K, is a free R,-module for all 
q E X(c). However, pp # R,, hence K, cannot be projective, so we obain a 
contradiction. It follows that, e.g., Q,(pR,) # RI, hence for some qEX(o) 
we have that pR,,, is contained in a maximal ideal Q 1 = q, R ,,y of R ,,y for 
some q1 oSpec(R,). Let p1 =u;‘(q,)ESpec(R), and assume that p is 
properly contained in p, , then we cannot have p, E X(a), as p is in V?(G), 
hence p1 E Y(a). But then, from p1 R, = R, it follows that Q, = q, R,., = 
R ,,q, a contradiction. Hence u;‘(ql)=p, so if PR,,~= R,,, we have 
PR -RI,,, 147 another contradiction. We thus obtain that PR,,~ g R,,p, 
which proves that (cJ is valid for (*,). 1 
(2.9) Let us say that R has (a-LSTCI) if R, has the property that 
for all p E U(o) any height 1 ideal of R, is a LSTCI. For example, if R, is 
regular for all p E W(O), then R has (a-LSTCI). Recall that an R-module P 
is said to be a-flat if for all R-linear injective U: M -+ N we have that 
Ker(P OR U) is a-torsion (cf. [lS]). It then follows that Pp is a flat R,- 
module for all p I%’ and conversely. Applying Landsburg’s main 
theorem (mentioned above) and combining (2.5) (2.6), and (2.8), we 
obtain for %? = lF’f or P that if the Cartesian diagram (*) the ring R has (G- 
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LSTCI) and the maps u,: R --) Ri are o-flat or o-finitely generated, then, 
whenever (‘Z-c) holds, the following assertions are equivalent: 
(2.9.1) (*) is locally V-constructive with respect to a; 
(2.9.2) (*) is %-constructive; 
(2.9.3) (*,) satisfies (c,) and (c2) for all PEG??(~). 
Of course, this is also valid if we just assume that for all PE X’,‘(R) the 
maps u~,~: R, -+ Ri,r are flat or finitely generated. 
3. KRULL DOMAINS 
(3.1) Let us first briefly consider Y-constructive diagrams in 
general. We keep the notations of the foregoing section. If we start from 
U’,, u, f’z)~y(R,, 0,) x a(R,,o,, 9”(R,, g2) and if (*) is locally p-construc- 
tive (= locally @-constructive), then if (Y-c) holds, it is clear that 
[P,, U, P,] E !@(R, a), by the proof of (2.5). Let us mention some con- 
ditions sufficient to derive that [P,, U, P,] E Y(R, a). 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. Zf (*) is locally 9”-constructive, if (9-c) holds, and if 
R, -+ R,,px R,, , is faithfully flat for all p E g(o), then (*) is 9’-constructive. 
Proof Consider P = (P,, U, Pz) as above and let P = 5’P, then 
Q,(R, OR P) = P,, by the foregoing. As P, E S( R,, o,), we may find a 
finitely generated P’, c P, such that PI/P’, is a-torsion. Assume that 
P, is generated by {p,,..., p,,} over R,, then we may find a finitely 
generated ideal Z=C;;=, RipEY(cr) such that Ip,cR, ORP= 
R, OR P/o(R, QR P). Write i,p,=C, r;,,@p& mod o(R, OR P), for some 
r&,ER, and P&E P. Let P’ = C R& c P, then we claim that 
Coker(Q,(R, OR P’) -+ Q,(R, OR P) = P,) is o-torsion. Indeed, if XE P,, 
then Ix c Zm(R, OR P’ -+ R, 0 R P), by construction, hence R,x = I,x c 
HR1,p OR! f’; -, R,, ORp P, = P,,) for all p E X(U), which proves our 
assertion. Similarly, we may find a finitely generated R-module P” c P such 
that Coker(Q,(R, OR P”) + Q,(R2 0 R P) = P2) is o-torsion. Let 
p = P’ + P” c P, then for all p E X(a) we find that Ri,r 0 Rp Pp -+ Pi, is sur- 
jective, hence that Ri,+, @ Rp (P/P)r = 0, hence (R,,r x R,,) OR, (Pip), = 0. 
As R ,,p x &,p is faithfully flat over R, for all p I%‘, it follows that 
(P/B)r = 0 for all such p, hence that P = Q,(P) = Q,(P). This proves that P 
is a-finitely generated indeed. 1 
(3.3) COROLLARY (of the proof). If (*) is locally .9’-constructive, if (9-c) 
holds, and iffor any p E %?(a) we have that R, -+ Ri,p is faithfully flat for i = 1 
or i = 2, then (*) is 9’-constructive. 
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(3.4) EXAMPLE. Let S,, S2 be comaximal multiplicative subsets of R, 
i.e., for all SUE Si we have Rs, + Rs, = R, then the diagram 
RS2 - Rs 
is Cartesian, if S = S, S2. Let p E X(G) for an arbitrary idempotent kernel in 
R-mod, then if p n S, # @ #p n S,, we may find si E Si, hence 
R = Rsi + Rs, cp, a contradiction. It follows that there exits a prime ideal 
q in R,,, say, with u;*(q) =p. In particular R, -+ (Rs,), is faithfully flat, 
hence so is R, -+ R,,, x RSZIP. Of course, in this case R,,,q = R,, so it easily 
follows that any (*) obtained in this way is locally 9-constructive, so only 
condition (9-c) has to be verified. We will see below how this works in the 
Krull case. 
(3.5) PROPOSITION. If (*) is locally 9-constructive, if (Y-c) holds, and if 
cri=ui,*o for i= 1, 2, then (*) is ??-constructive tf R, and R, are both o- 
finitely generated over R. 
Proof If Pi is o-finitely generated over Ri, it is a-finitely generated over 
R, hence so is P, x P,, for if Qi c Pi is finitely generated over R and Pi/Q; 
is cT-torsion, then P, x P2/Q, x Q2 is a-torsion too, and Q, x Q2 is finitely 
generated! If we start from P = (P,, u, Pz) E Y(R,, a,) x ,YCR,,09j Y(R,, a,), 
then SP c PI x P, is cr-finitely generated too, since R is o-noetherian. 1 
In particular, this may be applied when all occurring idempotent kernel 
functors are trivial and R,, R, are finitely generated R-modules. The result 
then says that Milnor patching holds for finitely generated projective 
modules, if this property holds locally. 
(3.6) Let us now assume that all couples (S, T) in the Cartesian 
diagram (*) above consist of a Krull domain S and the idempotent kernel 
functor T in S-mod induced by the prime ideals of height 1 of S. Obviously, 
the ocurring morphisms then all satisfy PDE, hence, in particular, for 
all morphisms (S,, z,)+(S2, TV) and all qEX(~z)=X(1’(S2) resp. 
p = q n S, E X(r,) = X(“(S,), the induced map S,,p + S,,, is faithfully flat. 
Note also that condition (a-LSTCI) is satisfied for obvious reasons, since 
for all p E X”‘(R) the local ring R, is a discrete valuation ring. 
(3.7) THEOREM. Assume that (*) is a locally 9-constructive Cartesian 
diagram of Krull domains and assume that u, or u2 is o-finitely generated, 
the (* ) is .+constructive. 
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Proof. Let us first check that condition (P-c) holds. Suppose that 
ui: R-+ R, is a-finitely generated and let (Pi, U, Pz)~9(RI, a,) xgcR,,+) 
9(R2, (T*). IfREX( then R,,p is a finitely generated R,-module, hence 
R,+R,p is integral, so there exists a prime ideal Q of R1,p with 
QnR,=pR,. Let q=R,nQ, then qnQ, then qnR=p. It is clear that 
ht(q) = 1. Indeed, otherwise we have 0 c q’ c q for some ideal q’ of RI, 
hence the fact that “incomparability” holds and that p E X”‘(R) leads to a 
contradiction. It follows that R, + R,,, is faithfully flat. Now, let Q be a 
maximal ideal of R,,p, then QnR,cpR,, so QnR,=O or QnR,=pRp, 
hence by the foregoing, ht(Q) 6 1. Let q= Qn R,, then ht(q) d 1 and 
qnR=p. Since R,+ R,, is finite, the number of prime ideals q of R, of 
this type is finite. Now, ‘R,,, + @ (Rl,,)e = 0, R,,, is faithfully flat. Take 
P, E .C?(R,, ol), then for all q of height 1, P,,, is a free R,,,-module of finite 
rank, hence 0, P,,, is a free 0, R,,,-module of finite rank. But, 
0, P,,,= P,,P ORI,,, (0, R,,,), so P,,P is a finiely generated projective R1,p- 
module. 
On the other hand, since R1,p is a free R,-module of finite rank, it follows 
that Rb is a free R,,P-module of finite rank, hence in particular 
QJR’ @RI pd, = R; @ Rz,~ p,,,. But QJR’ 0 Rz P,), is isomorphic 
(through U) to Q,,(R’ 8 RI p,), = Q,dRb @Rip p,,,) = Rb @Rl.p f’l,py so 
R; @RI,, P,,p is a finitely generated projective $,-module, hence P,, is a 
finitely generated projective R,, -module. This proves that (P-c) is satisfied. 
Moreover, as R, --) R , ,p is faithfully flat, (3.3) applies, and we obtain that 
(*) is P-constructive indeed. 1 
(3.8) Of course, as we pointed out before, if R, is o-finitely 
generated over R, then it is a divisorial R-lattice. It follows from the forego- 
ing heorem that if (*) is a Cartesian diagram of Krull domains such that R, 
is a divisorial R-lattice and such that R -+ R, is a-flat, then (*) is P-con- 
structive if and only if (*) is locally P-constructive if and only if (*,) 
satisfies (cl). Again, our assumptions may be weakened to R, -+ R,, being 
finite and R, -+ R,,, being flat or conversely for any p E X”‘(R). Note also 
tha! if u2: R + R, IS o-finitely generated, then it is certainly o-flat, as we 
have seen in the proof of (3.7). 
(3.9) Note that the conditions given above, under which (* ) is Y- 
constructive, when it is locally P-constructive, are sufficient, but not 
necessary. Our results hold also, for example, in the following cases: 
(3.9.1) for all PET@‘)(R) the morphisms u,,~ and u*,~ are faithfully 
flat, i.e., we may find qie Xc”(Rj), i = 1, 2, with q1 n R =p; 
(3.9.2) for any comaximal multiplicative sets Sr, S2 of R the diagram 
obtained in (3.4) is 6Fconstructive. Indeed, in this case, for any p E X”‘(R), 
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we have (Rs,), = R, or (RS,)* = K, the field of fractions of R. We leave 
details to the reader. 
(3.10) Assume that (*) is a Y-constructive Cartesian diagram, 
where we do not consider the general case again, and let Pic(S, z) be the 
category of r-invertible, z-closed S-modules, with product PlQ = 
Q,(P OS Q). We have a commutative diagram of product preserving 
functors 
Pic(R, G) ---+ 
I 
Pic(f,, a,) 
I I 
Pic(R,, CT*) ----+ Pic( R’, a’) 
We claim that this diagram is Cartesian. Indeed, let (P,, U, P2) E 
Pic(R, t 01) X Pic(R’,a’) Pic(R,, a,), then, since (*) is Y-constructive, the 
“pull-back”P = [P,, U, P2] belongs to P(R, a), so in order to prove the 
assertion, we have to verify whether End,(P) z R, via the action of R. Let 
A =p(R,, 01) X P(R’,a’) P(R,, c2), then any 4 E End,(P,, U, PZ), where 
@=(cpi, cpz) and cpi~EndR1(Pi), having the property that uo(R’Icp,)= 
(R’I qp2) 0 U. End.,((P,)% R, may be viewed as an element ri of R,, and it is 
easy to check that (r,, rz) E R, x R R, = R, indeed. We leave the details to 
the reader. The well-known K-theoretical machinery now yields an exact 
sequence 
0 + U(R) -+ U(R,) x U(R,) + U(R’) + Pic(R, a) 
+ Pic(R,, CT,) x Pic(R,, e2) -+ Pic(R’, a’). 
Indeed, K,, Pic(R, r) = Pic(S, r) and K, Pic(S, r) = U(S), the units of S, in 
case S is r-closed. Specializing to a 9-constructive Cartesian diagram of 
Krull domains yields 
0 -+ U(R) + U(R,) x U(R,) + U(R’) + Cl(R) 
-+ Cl(R,) x Cl(R,) -+ CI(R’). 
If we write ECig(R, e) for K, (%?(R, e)), then an analogous selquence involv- 
ing g(R, a) and G(R, a) may be obtained similarly. 
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